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Regulator’s Conundrum

Biosecurity 

Regulator

Protect us from Pests:
• Agriculture / Industry

• Human Health

• Environment

but

Facilitate Trade
•Don’t Cost too Much

•Don’t Take too Long

•Don’t Impede Trade



Where should you look?

Australian 2012-2013 Annual Biosecurity Report

• 16 200 000   Air passengers

•186 580 000 Mail Articles

• 16 300   First-port visits

• 645 000   Air Freight Consignments (< $1000)

• … etc

Multiple objectives

• Find as much as possible

• Learn as quickly as possible

• Deter



Risk

(expected loss)

Loss on each pathway

with no action

The underlying principle

Maximise risk-reduction per $ spent

Inspection costs ($)



Implementing risk-based 

surveillance

• When You Have No History: Collect Data and Use It

Continuous Sampling Protocols (CSP)

• When You Have History: Analyse and Mine It

Inference and Data Mining

• Build History: Compile Data and Scan for Emerging Threats

International Biosecurity Intelligence System 



Collecting inspection data

Inspection systems to

• Intercept

• Learn

• Deter

Robinson et al. 

Ecol. Applic. (2011), 21, 1040-1047. 



CSP-1: Risk-Based 

Inspections

Pathway is in one of two modes: census, or sample.

1. In census mode, inspect all items. Switch to sample 

after c consecutive passes.

2. In sample mode, inspect f % of the items, randomly 

selected. Switch to census upon any fail.

Start in census mode.



Data analysis 

(dried apricots)

3

A nalysis

3.1 Summar ies

This sect ion provides a stat ist ical overview of the data. The full dataset comprises 1661 con-110

signments with record creat ion dates ranging from October 2005 to April 2011, and comprises

ent ries from 17 countries and 157 suppliers.

A smoothed plot of the quarant ine failure rate against t ime is presented in Figure 3.1. The

figure shows a failure rate descending smoothly from just under 1% to less than 0.3%. The

failure rate for the ent ire period was 0.54%, and for the analysis period (everything after June115

2008) was 0.44%.
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Figure 3.1: Quarant ine failure rates (%) smoothed by date, with a 68% confidence interval

(shaded region) added. The width of the shaded region indicates the uncertainty of the line, which

becomes narrower as the sample size increases.

Annual inspect ion stat ist ics are provided in Table 3.1. Note that due to a change in the

AIMS recording system, the 2005 data consists of only two and a half months, and data for 2011

are necessarily incomplete. The count of consignments is stable across the t ime period, but the

tonnage doubles in 2010, and is on track to stay equally high in 2011. The quarant ine failure120

rate follows the pat tern ment ioned in the previous paragraph.

Thepat tern of quarant ine failure counts by country and supplier is presented in Table3.2. To

put these results in context , the stat ist ics in Table 3.3 summarize the inspect ion data for those
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Reporting: Failure rate by Port, 

Channel, and Declaration



Data mining: 

e.g., profiling / compliance



Data mining
e.g. species distribution modelling

Jane Elith 

Michael Kearney 

John Leathwick

Maxent



Software for Biosecurity 
Intelligence

BioCaster EpiSPIDER HealthMap

ProMED WDIN GPHIN 



Lyon et al. (2011) Transboundary and Emerging Diseases 59, 223-232



Principles

• IBIS gathers open-source intelligence on aquatic 
animal, terrestrial animal and plant health issues

• Articles are validated by the user community

• Open community, anyone can join

• Users can suggest their own subjects and search terms

• Users are also able to review ‘raw’ articles and make 
decisions about whether or not to 'publish' them

• Simple alert function to get a ‘daily digest’ email of 
promoted articles of interest









www.planthealth.org



Workflow



Some of the search sources

• Google: news, blogs, web, scholar

• Microsoft academic

• News sources: CIDRAP

• Journals: e.g. Emerging infectious diseases

• OIE alerts, ProMED, UC Davis FMD news

• Social media: Twitter



Article publication process



Article publication process

Lyon et al. (2013) Div. Distrib. 19, 640-650.



Challenges for the future 

• Developing and maintaining an engaged user 
community

• Dealing with inaccurate material
• Current approach: promote comment and discussion

• Social media: can we find the relevant information?
• Do people ‘tweet’ relevant biosecurity information?

• Search engine optimisation
• Site performance
• Turning intelligence into action



Questions?
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